Abstract-We deal with the modified bottleneck assignment problem in vector case. The problem is to find the complete matching between two vector sets that minimizes the maximum sum of vectors' elements. In scalar case, there is a simple polynomial time algorithm that uses the order of elements' value. We extend this problem to the 2 dimensional vector case and propose a simple approximation algorithm for it. We show the effectiveness of our algorithm by numerical experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Suppose we have n suppliers u 1 , u 2 , ..., u n (to be denoted by a set U) and n customers v 1 , v 2 , …, v n (to be denoted by V). If supplier u i and customer v j are chosen, the cost is c ij . We are going to determine a one to one correspondence :   UV under an appropriate objective function. This is the well-known assignment problem.
Since making the one to one correspondence :   UV is equivalent to permuting the set   1, 2, , n , we hereafter call the one to one correspondence as permutation.
The assignment problem has various versions with respect to the objectives [1] , [2] . If we are going to minimize the total sum of the cost   n i i i c 1 ) (  , the problem is the linear sum assignment problem, and there have been proposed many efficient algorithms [3] .
If we are going to minimize the maximum cost of the corresponded pair, the problem is the bottleneck assignment problem [4] . The objective is If we are going to minimize the difference of the maximum cost and the minimum one of the corresponded pair, the problem is the balanced assignment problem [5] . The objective is Manuscript received August 29, 2014; revised November 20, 2014. Y. Kamura is with Academic Planning Center, Hitotsubashi University, Kunitachi, Tokyo 186-8601, Japan (e-mail: b101440u@r.hit-u.ac.jp).
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Again, polynomial time algorithms have been proposed for the balanced assignment problem.
In this paper we extend the bottleneck assignment problem to the case that costs are multidimensional, i.e., vectors. Also, we assume that cost vector c ij is represented as a sum of the supplier vector i a and the customer vector j b .
A formal description of our problem is as follows. Let A and B be sets of m dimensional vectors. We denote each element of A by 
We denote it ij c , namely
. Let us consider the following problem: find a permutation  of a set
is the minimum.
Such a problem appears when we combine lenses for a semiconductor manufacturing system. This system includes many lenses (about 30) for exposing the circuit pattern on a silicon wafer. Although these lenses are manufactured very precisely, each individual has its own error expressed by a vector. This error vector is high dimensional (more than 300).
It is required to propose a method that minimizes systems' error. That problem is generally formulated to a multi-level assignment problem in vector case. In our former research [6] , [7] , [8] we have considered the problem of making n sets of lenses such that the worst combined error is the minimum.
A multi-level bottleneck assignment problem was introduced in relation to the bus drivers' rostering problem and its NP-completeness has been proved [9] . And for several types of the problem in scalar case, approximation algorithms have been proposed [10] . However, we realized that there has been no study on extending bottleneck assignment problems to the vector case's yet. So we consider the (single-level) bottleneck assignment problem in vector case. In this paper, we show the reformed algorithm that is based on the method in our former research [11] .
The problem is formulated as follows: 
where 
We deal with the case that vector's dimension is 2, that is, m=2 in Problem 1. In the following we propose an approximation algorithm and show the effectiveness of our proposed method by the numerical experiments.
Remark: In general assignment problems, edges' costs are given independently. However, in our problem they are determined by the vertices' costs. So we call this the 'modified' problem.
II. FORMULATION AS AN INTEGER PROGRAMMING PROBLEM
Our problem is formulated to the following 0-1 integer programming problem. This is correspondent to the case m=2 in Problem 1.
Problem 2:
Unlike the classical assignment problem (i.e., scalar case), no polynomial time algorithm is known to obtain the integer solution of this problem, and unfortunately, the relaxation method is not effective for this type of integer programming problems [12] .
III. THE ALGORITHM
Hereafter we assume that each element
In the scalar case, the method that gives the optimal combination is simple. Our proposed algorithm for vector case makes use of the scalar case's combination rule. So first, we show Algorithm 1 that is for the scalar case's.
Algorithm 1 B
A, : 2 sets of nonnegative n scalars.
Step
Then we assume . 0
Applying the rule in Algorithm 1 to the vector case, we have to order vectors in some way. So in 3.1 and 3.2, we show the method to order vector sequence and combine them. , : , we can say the same scheme. We can anticipate that these rules lead to minimize the maximum sum.
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B. Make Sequences and Combinations
Here we show the method to make the ordered vectors' sequence and combine them. This is the main part of our algorithm.
Outline of our idea is as follows: (1) We show the way in the following 3 steps. A is transformed to on the second quadrant, 3 A is to the third, 4 A is to the fourth. By this transformation, we can select the point A . We make the sequence that has 4 elements in each repetition except for the last one.
1) Step 1: Transformation ( / 4)
Here we summarize our method in the following Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2
Let
Step 1:
Apply the rotational transformation
Step 2:
Make the suffixes' sequences Step 3:
Combine
Step 2 and 3   4 / n times.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
We prepared the test data for the numerical experiments as follows: For vectors ) , (  , we prepared data sets for n = 30,80,50,150. For each data set we solved Problem 2 by Algorithm 2, then compared to the exact solution. Exact solutions are found by using the solver SCIP 1 . Table I -IV show the results for each n. In most cases, we can find that the relative error is in 5% and the average is about 3%. 0.02755 V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we considered a permutation that minimizes the maximum value in 2n sums given by 2 dimensional vectors.
We first formulated this problem as an integer programming problem. Then we proposed the approximation algorithm Algorithm 2 for the problem based on the method for the scalar case's. Similar approach will be found in [13] , [14] .
And we presented the results from computational experiments using our algorithm and compared to the exact solutions. It gave sufficient good approximate solutions.
For further research, we will consider the case that vector's dimension is much higher and the vector case's multi-level problem.
